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A novel type of all-natural, biocompatible, and very robust nanoscale free-

standing biohybrids are reported. They are obtained by integrating a silk

fibroin matrix with functional inorganic nanoplatelets using a spin-assisted

layer-by-layer assembly. The organized assembly of the silk fibroin with clay

(montmorillonite) nanosheets results in highly transparent nanoscale films

with significantly enhanced mechanical properties, including strength,

toughness, and elastic modulus, as compared to those for the pristine silk

nanomaterials. Moreover, replacing clay nanoplatelets with a highly reflective

Langmuir monolayer of densely packed silver nanoplates causes a similar

enhancement of the mechanical properties, but in contrast to the materials

above, highly reflective, mirror-like, nanoscale flexible films are created. This

strategy offers a new perspective for the fabrication of robust all-natural

flexible nanocomposites with exceptional mechanical properties important

for biomedical applications, such as reinforced tissue engineering. On the

other hand, the ability to convert silk-based nanoscale films into mirror-like

biocompatible flexible films can be intriguing for prospective photonics and

optical exploitation of these nanobiohybrids.

� 2010 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
1. Introduction

The demand for biocompatible composite
materials that are mechanically strong and
possess unique electronic and photonic
properties inspires researchers towardsbio-
inorganic nanohybridswhere biomolecules
are utilized as soft and flexible organic
matrices for the incorporation of functional
inorganic moieties.[1–3] Among the variety
ofmodernbiomaterials, silkfibroinhasattrac-
ted great attention because of its biocompat-
ibility, biodegradability, and extraordinary
physical properties. This combination
makes silk materials attractive for applica-
tions in different fields including tissue
engineering and biomechanical applica-
tions.[4–6] For example, silk possesses
excellent mechanical properties (high elas-
tic modulus and high elongation-to-
break)[7–11] combined with near-perfect
transparency in the visible range. Another
remarkable feature of silk materials is their
surface smoothness, which is a result of all-aqueous silk
processing.[4] Several approaches have been developed to enhance
the optical, biocompatible, antimicrobial, and thermal properties
of silk.[12–23] Despite silk being one of the strongest biomaterials, it
still lacks sufficient mechanical robustness for demanding
applications. Therefore, different inorganic fillers such as silica,
titania, zirconia, apatite, carbon nanotubes, ormetal nanoparticles
have been utilized as reinforcing agents.[24–27]

Previous studies on silk reinforcement have mostly focused on
silk composites, such as cast films, blends, or fibers, all with
microscopic dimensions. However, nanoscale free-standing films
(�100 nm), which would be beneficial for a wide range of sensing
applicationsbecauseof their lightweight, flexibility, and scalability,
have thus far not been considered.[28–30] These robust ultrathin
flexible filmswhen freely suspended have shown a high sensitivity
and dynamic range with potential applications as pressure and
temperature sensor arrays.[31,32] The most promising fabrication
approach for such nanofilms is a layer-by-layer (LbL) assem-
bly.[33,34] Silk fibroin has also been exploited for the assembly of
nanoscale films,[35] whereby these nanoscale films exhibited
excellent mechanical properties with a Young’s modulus and
toughness of up to 8GPa and 300 kJ m�3, respectively.[36]
Adv. Funct. Mater. 2010, 20, 840–846
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To date LbL has been utilized for a variety of synthetic and
biological materials and inorganicmoieties such as nanoparticles,
nanosheets, and nanowires.[31,37–42] One of the intriguing examples,
published by Kotov and co-workers, involved the fabrication of
ultrastrongmacroscopic films via the LbL incorporation of clay––a
layered silicate material with a high inherent in-plane tensile
stiffness reaching 270GPa.[43,44] Introducing additional cross-
linking into 1–1.5-mm-thick clay–polyelectrolyte composites
effected an increase in the Young’s modulus of up to
106� 11GPa.[45–47] Apart from outstanding mechanical proper-
ties, LbL clay–polyelectrolyte films have also shown good
antimicrobial[48] and cell-adhesive properties,[49] as well as a
significant increase in their ion conductivity.[50]

In the present study, we attempt to integrate an ultrathin and
highly transparent LbL silk matrix with functional inorganic
moieties to tune the mechanical and optical properties of the
nanocomposites. For that purpose we utilized individually
dispersed, aluminosilicate layers of montmorillonite (MMT)
and silver nanoplatelets as reinforcing agents. The materials are
biocompatible and provide excellent mechanical strength and
toughness, large surface-area-to-mass ratios, and a high degree of
flexibility; they can be processed from environmentally friendly
aqueous solutions. To fabricate the free-standing nanocomposites,
we performed a bottom-up assembly of the silk fibroin and
nanoplates using two approaches: a spin-assisted LbL (SA LbL)[36]

and a Langmuir–Blodgett (LB) method. The SA LbL approach
comprised a combination of conventional LbL and spin-coating as
a way to construct free-standing, well-organized, ultrathin films of
high mechanical strength.[51–54] The LB technique has been
proven to be a powerful tool for the nanoscale assembly of highly
orderedmonolayers at air/water interfaces.[55] Thus, silkn or (silk–
MMT)n films were fabricated by alternating LbL deposition from
silk and clay solutions; whereas the nanohybrids of silk and the
silver nanoplates (AgNPL) were constructed by incorporating a
Langmuir monolayer of silver nanoplates in between the silk LbL
matrices (Fig. 1).
Figure 1. Reinforced silk nanocomposites of LbL (silk–MMT)n films are

obtained by alternating deposition of silk and MMT layers, while silkm–

AgNPL–silkm films are constructed by incorporating a Langmuir monolayer

of silver nanoplates in between the silk LbL matrices.
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The reported results include: a) the fabrication and character-
ization of the silk–clay and silk–silver nanoplate nanomembranes;
b) the testing performance of the nanocomposites asmechanically
robust ultrathin membranes; and c) the evaluation of the optical
properties of the films. We found that the ultrathin silk–inorganic
nanocomposites demonstrated unique mechanical properties,
such as a three-times higher toughness and Young’s modulus
compared to those of pristine LbL silk nanofilms. In addition,
depending on the inorganic reinforcement, the ultrathin silk
composites can be highly transparent or highly reflective and
mirror-like.To thebest of ourknowledge, this is thefirst exampleof
ultrathin, biocompatible, free-standing, and mechanically robust
nanofilms with tailored optical properties.
2. Results and Discussion

We found that the SA LbL assembly of silk fibroin with clay
nanoplatelets was successful and a linear growth starting from the
fifth bilayer was found with an individual thickness of 5� 0.5 nm
and 1.3� 0.2 nm for the silk and clay layers, respectively (Fig. 2a).
The thickness of the clay component corresponds to the thickness
of an individual aluminosilicate layer of montmorillonite,[43] and
indicates that monolayer formation occurs upon adsorption
(Fig. 2a). Indeed, transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
analysis showed clay platelets of a few hundred nanometers
across, and atomic forcemicroscopy (AFM) images indicated a full
integration of the clay nanoplatelets into the silk matrix with a
resulting smooth surface (microroughness of about 2.7 nm,which
is comparable to that for the pure silk film; Fig. 2b–d).[36]

To confirm the presence of the clay nanoparticles, the organic
matrix was exposed to 500 8C. This treatment uncovered MMT
nanoparticles with average lateral dimensions of 200 nm
Figure 2. A) The thickness increase for (silk)n and (silk–MMT)n films with

increasing number (n) of deposited layers. The experimental error in the

top panel is within the symbol size. B) TEM of a (silk–MMT)12 film.

C,D) AFM topographical (C) and phase images (D) of a (silk–MMT)12
film. The height in (C) is 40 nm, and the z-scale in (D) is 108.

ag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim 841
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Figure 3. A,B) AFM topographical (A) and phase images (B) of a (silk–

MMT)12 film after treatment at 500 8C. The height in (A) is 10 nm and the

z-scale in (B) is 508. C,D) AFM topographical images of a (silk–MMT)1 film

before (C) and after treatment at 500 8C (D). The height is 20 nm in (C) and

the z-scale in (D) is 108.

Figure 4. Optical images of the compressed films: A) (silk)17 and B) (silk–

MMT)17 on PDMS substrates. The insets show the corresponding 2D

Fourier Transform (FT) images utilized for the spacing evaluation.
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distributed over the substrate (Fig. 3a,b). Independently, the clay
particles were deposited on a poly(allylamine hydrochloride)
(PAH)-topped surface to confirm whether the nanoplatelets were
well-dispersed in solution and did not form large microscopic
aggregates. The deposited clay particles existed as irregular
sheetlike structures that were around 1 nm thick and up to 200 nm
wide in the other dimensions, which correlates well with
previously found values for clay[43] (data not shown). To determine
the surface coverage within a single layer (silk–MMT)1 was exposed
to a temperature of 500 8C. The result revealed that MMTadsorbed
from a 0.05% solution covers only around 8% of the surface area
(Fig. 3c,d).The lowcoverageofMMTon thesilk surface as compared
to thatofaround80%onaPAHlayerreflects thelowerchargedensity
of the silk surface and its much higher hydrophobicity at
neutral pH as compared to PAH (pI of around 4).[56]

The buckling instability under compression and the stress–
strain data from bulging experiments enabled the determination
of the compressive and tensile mechanical properties of the
pristine silk and silk–MMT nanocomposite films (Table 1 and
Table 1. Mechanical properties of silk-based nanocomposite films as measu

Filler volume

fraction [%]

Film

thickness [nm]

Bulging Y

modulus

Silk12 0 49� 2 4.2�
(Silk–MMT)12 0.3 50� 2 8�
(Silk–MMT)12 0.6 50� 2 10�
(Silk–MMT)17 0.6 70� 2 12�
(Silk–MMT)17, (MeOH), 0.6 70� 2 18�
Silk10- AgNPL-Silk10 20 110� 5 14�
Silk10- AgNPL-Silk10, (MeOH) 20 110� 5 16�

� 2010 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH &
Fig. 4 and 5).[36,57,58]We found that despite of the low content of the
clay nanoplatelets within the silk matrix (0.6% of the volume
fraction), the incorporation of clay had a dramatic effect on the
mechanical properties. The 70-nm-thick (silk–MMT)17 films
showed outstanding mechanical properties represented by a
threefold increase in the elastic modulus to 12� 2GPa, a twofold
increase in the mechanical strength to 120MPa, and a fourfold
increase in the overall toughness to 950� 100 kJm�3 as compared
to the unreinforced silk membranes (Table 1). The values for the
50-nm pristine silk membranes correlated well with those
published earlier for the 85-nm films.[36] However, a further
increase in the clay concentration (1%) resulted in brittle, filled silk
films. On the other hand, even a 0.3% volume fraction of clay
increased the elastic modulus and toughness already by a factor of
two as compared to initial values for silk films of comparable
thickness (Table 1). These results indicate that the mechanical
strength of the nanocomposites reaches an optimumvalue at 0.6%
volume fraction. In contrast, to achieve similar mechanical
properties in the conventional bulk clay–polymer composite (non-
crosslinked) films, a much higher clay content (close to around
10wt%) and films of an order ofmagnitude of two thickermust be
incorporated.[44,59] Moreover, the enhancement of the mechanical
properties indicates a good compatibility of the silk and clay
materials. The results are in contrast to earlier reports of
microscopic composites of clay with chitosan, another naturally
strong polymer, which showed a threefold higher elastic modulus
but a significantly reduced toughness (by about 30%).[60]

A further increase in the elastic modulus up to 18� 2GPa was
achieved by post-treatment of the silk–clay films with methanol.
This evenmore significant fivefold increase canbe attributed to the
formation of ß-sheets and a partial silk crystallization induced by
red by buckling and bulging techniques.

oung’s

[GPa]

Buckling Young’s

modulus [GPa]

Ultimate

stress [MPa]

Ultimate

strain [%]

Toughness

[kJ m�3]

1.3 3.6� 1.2 60–100 0.5–1.0 200� 100

2 5.7� 1.2 90–100 0.7–1.0 400� 70

2 8� 2 80� 20 0.7–1.0 400� 50

2 10.7� 1.3 100� 20 1.1 950� 100

2 16.2� 1.8 100� 10 0.9 720� 50

2 12� 3 70� 5 1.0� 0.1 500� 50

2 n/a 98� 6 0.9� 0.1 330� 70

Co. KGaA, Weinheim Adv. Funct. Mater. 2010, 20, 840–846
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Figure 5. A) Stress–strain data for the (silk)17 (circles) and (silk–MMT)17
films (triangles and squares) under different conditions. The inset shows a

representative optical microscopy image of the (silk–MMT)17 LbL films

suspended over a 150mm diameter opening. B) A schematic representa-

tion of the bulging test (left) and the interference pattern of a (silk–MMT)17
film suspended over a 150mm opening under 4000Pa (right).

Figure 6. A) An LB trough with a AgNPL monolayer at the water–air

interface after compression (indicated by the large arrows). The clear

reflection of the balance illustrates the highly reflective surface of the

monolayer. B) A Langmuir isotherm of the AgNPL monolayer. The dot

represents the surface pressure (20mN m�1) at which the AgNPL mono-

layer was transferred onto the solid substrate. The inset shows an AFM

image of the monolayer transferred on a (silk)10 film.
the methanol.[36] At the same time, the toughness was slightly
lower (720� 50 kJ m�3) than that for the films before methanol
treatment (950� 100 kJ m�3). Such behavior has previously been
seen in polymer–clay composites where the toughness gradually
decreases with increasing elastic modulus.[45] It is worth noting
that values obtained from the buckling experiments are
consistently lower than those obtained from the bulging tests
(Table 1). The results correlate well with the previous findings and
can be explained by a different mechanism of the deformation of
platelets under the compression and tensile deformations.[36]

As an alternative approach to reinforce the nanoscale silk films,
we explored the incorporation of silver nanoplates into a silk
matrix. This approach also introduced opportunities to dramati-
cally change the optical properties of these nanocomposite films
because of the strong reflective properties of the silver nanoplates.
The incorporation was achieved by ‘‘sandwiching’’ a Langmuir
monolayer of silver nanoplates into an LbL matrix as described
above (Fig. 1). The silk10–AgNPL–silk10nanoscalefilmswith a total
thickness of around 110 nm were constructed by including silver
nanoplates (30 nm thickness) between twomultilayers of the LbL-
Adv. Funct. Mater. 2010, 20, 840–846 � 2010 WILEY-VCH Verl
assembled silk (40 nm each; Fig. 1). The Langmuir isotherm
indicates the formation of a dense monolayer of silver nanoplates
(Fig. 6). Anoptical image of the Langmuirmonolayer showshighly
reflective properties with a clear mirror image of the balance
(Fig. 6). AnAFM image of the complete silk–AgNPL films shows a
modest surface microroughness of 6 nm and the densely packed
triangular silver nanoplates (Fig. 6).

The silk–AgNPL films preserve their mirror-like reflective
properties after being released as free-standing films (Fig. 7a). The
free-standing films were very robust and were easily transferred to
TEMgrids. TEManalysis of thefilms revealed thedense packing of
the silver nanoplates with a surface coverage of around 85%
(Fig. 7b). The somewhat irregular sizes and shapes of the
nanoplates (50–400) nm seem to be very beneficial for their tight
packing, where the smaller nanoparticles are filling the gaps
between the larger ones.

Remarkably, the silk–AgNPL films showed an elastic modulus
of 14� 2GPawhich is anapproximately fourfold increaseof that of
the pristine silk films and slightly higher than that observed for the
silk–clay nanocomposites of comparable thickness (12� 2GPa).
ag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim 843
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Figure 7. Optical (A) and TEM (B) images of free-standing silk10–AgNPL–

silk10 films. The inset in (A) shows the silk10–AgNPL–silk10 film on a quartz

slide.

Figure 8. A) Transmission of (silk–MMT)17 and silk10-AgNPL-silk10 films

(solid lines). The absorbance of the silk10-AgNPL-silk10 film is shown as a

dashed line. The films were deposited on quartz slides. B) Reflectance of a

silk10-AgNPL-silk10 film. A common mirror was taken as the reference.

844
The toughness also increased twofold to 500� 50 kJm�3 (Table 1).
As expected, the methanol-treated silk–AgNPL films exhibited a
higher modulus (16� 2GPa) but lower toughness (330� 70 kJ
m�3). Therefore, it can be concluded that silk–AgNPL composites
demonstrate significantly improved mechanical properties of the
silk matrix combined with highly reflective, mirror-like optical
properties.

It is worth noting that both silk–MMT and silk–AgNPL
membranes showed a high stability in both organic and aqueous
solutions formonths. The stability of thesemembranes originates
from the very strong interactions between the adjacent silk layers.
The capability of silk materials to undergo an intermolecular self-
assembly at their surfaces[35] resulting in robust one-component
LbL silk membranes has been reported previously.[36] The driving
force for this interaction was suggested to be a partial silk
crystallization as a result of film drying in between the layers at the
deposition step.[35] Indeed, silk deposited from aqueous solutions
as silk I (random coil) is partially transferred into silk II (random
coilsþß sheets) followed by the strengthening of interlayer
interactions.[61] In the case of composite membranes, the
additional interactions between silk and its counterparts con-
tribute to the interlayer binding leading to reinforced mechanical
properties. Moreover, our results indicate that methanol, which
enhances crystallization of silk and induces chain rearrange-
ment,[36] does not effect the silk/nanofiller interfaces as the
methanol-treated films remain stable in solution for the same
amount of time as the films without methanol treatment.

Finally, we explored the extent to which the optical properties of
silk-based nanocomposite films can be tuned from fully
� 2010 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH &
transparent to fully reflective. UV–vis spectroscopy confirmed
the silk–clay films to be highly transparent (up to 95%) at all
wavelengths with a slight decrease for wavelengths below 300 nm
as a result of the absorbance of the silk material at 228[61] and
260 nm[62] (Fig. 8a). In contrast, the silk–Ag film has almost no
transparency in the UV–vis range, except at 330 nm (Fig. 8a). The
low transparency is explained by a significant absorbance of silver
nanoplates in the visible range as seen from the absorbance
spectrumof the silk–Agfilm (dashed line inFig. 8a). The spectrum
of theAgNPLfilmresembles that of silvernanoplatelets in solution
and shows a double-peak resonance spectrumwith a broad peak at
890 nm. Because of the wide distribution in the diameters of the
nanoplates, the in-plane and out-of-plane dipole, and in-plane
quadrupole resonances give rise to a broad halo between 300 and
1000 nm.

We also evaluated the reflectance properties of the free-standing
silk–AgNPL membranes. Since silk has a near-perfect transpar-
ency in the visible and near-IR ranges, the silk matrix does not
affect the properties of the silver nanoplatelets. We found that the
films showed around 98% reflectance in the near-IR range (750–
850 nm), which gradually decreased to around 90% in the red
visible range (650 nm) and to 85% in the green (532 nm) region
Co. KGaA, Weinheim Adv. Funct. Mater. 2010, 20, 840–846
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(Fig. 8b). The gradual decrease of the reflectance at lower
wavelengths (<500 nm) is caused by an increased scattering of the
silver nanoplates with lateral dimensions within 50–400 nm.
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3. Conclusions

We demonstrated novel types of robust, ultrathin, silk–inorganic
nanocomposite membranes with enhanced mechanical and
tunable optical properties. The alternating assembly of a silk
protein with clay nanoplatelets resulted in highly transparent
nanoscale films with significantly enhanced mechanical proper-
ties, including strength, toughness, and elastic modulus, which
were all several times higher than that for the pristine silk
nanomaterials. The ultrathin (70–110 nm) reinforced silk films
demonstrated outstanding elastic moduli of up to 20GPa and a
toughness of up to 1000 kJ m�3.

On the other hand, the incorporation of highly reflective and
densely packed silver nanoplates into LbL silk composites caused a
similar enhancement of the mechanical properties, but it created
highly reflective, mirror-like, nanoscale flexible films of silk
materials with thicknesses around 100 nm. This strategy offers a
newperspective for the fabricationof robust biocompatible flexible
nanocomposites with exceptional mechanical properties that may
be important for biomedical applications, such as reinforced tissue
engineering. The ability to convert silk-based nanoscale films into
mirror-like flexible films can be interesting for further photonics
applications and optical exploitation of these biohybrids.
4. Experimental

Materials: Silk-fibroin solutions were prepared from Bombyx mori
silkworm cocoons as described previously [61]. Silk cocoons were obtained
from B. mori silkworms raised on a diet of Silkworm Chow (Mulberry
Farms, Fallbrook, CA). To remove the sericin proteins from the fibers, the
silk cocoons were soaked at 3.3% (w/v) in a solution of 8 M urea containing
40mM of Tris-SO4 and 0.5 M of b-mercaptoethanol, and heated to 90 8C for
1 h using a water bath. The silk fibers were then removed and dried by
centrifugation at 4000 rpm in a 50mL tube. The dried silk fibers were
subsequently dissolved in a 50mL tube containing 9.3 M lithium bromide
solution. The solution was then dialyzed against distilled water using Slide-
a-Lyzer dialysis cassettes (MWCO 3500, Pierce) at room temperature for
2 days to remove the salt. Ultrapure distilled water was used to dilute the
aqueous solution to the desired working condition of 0.2–0.5% for thin film
fabrication.

Montmorillonite (MMT, Cloisite Na) was supplied in powder form by
Southern MMT Products, Inc. Montmorillonite belongs to a class of 2:1
phyllosilicates, which are nominally 1D crystals comprising covalently
bonded aluminosilicate layers, around 0.96 nm thick, separated by a van
der Waals interlayer, a gallery-containing charge-compensating alkali metal,
or by earth cations. The charge per unit cell (generally between 0.5 and 1.3
for swellable smectites) originates from isomorphous substitution within
the aluminosilicate layer (e.g., tetrahedral Si4þ by Al3þ or octahedral Al3þ by
Mg2þ). The number of exchangeable interlayer cations, the cation exchange
capacity (CEC), generally ranges between 60 and 140 milliequivalents
(meq) per 100 g. Cloisite Na has a nominal unit cell formula of
Na0.66[Si7.8Al0.2O16][Al2.96Fe0.45Mg0.44Ca0.02O4(OH)4] and a CEC of
95meq/100 g.

Silver nanoplates (AgNPL) were reduced from a silver nitrate salt
precursor at elevated temperature in the presence of polyvinylpyrrolidone
(PVP) capping agent in dimethylformamide (DMF), according to a known
procedure [63]. Briefly, a 30mL DMF solution of AgNO3 (0.025M) was
Adv. Funct. Mater. 2010, 20, 840–846 � 2010 WILEY-VCH Verl
added dropwise into a 60mL DMF solution of PVP (0.05M, Mn¼ 40 000 g
mol�1) at room temperature. During addition, the solution mixture
gradually turned dark orange. The solution mixture was sealed in an
autoclave and heated to a constant temperature, 165 8C for 24 h. The final
product was tan-brown and tended to aggregate into a mirror-like film on
the wall of the flask. The particles were purified by removing the excess PVP
via multiple cycles of washing, centrifugation, and re-dispersion in
methanol. For LB assembly, the purified AgNPL were dispersed in
chloroform to give a concentration of approximately 8–10mg mL�1.
Nanopure water with a resistivity of 18.2MV cm was used in all
experiments.

Silk–Inorganic LbL Films: Multilayered silk films were obtained by alter-
nating SA-LbL depositions as described previously [36]. Specifically, 30mL
of a 2mg mL�1 silk aqueous solution were sequentially dropped on the
silicon substrates and rotated for 20 s at 3000 rpm, rinsing twice with
Nanopure water between the deposition steps. Silk–MMT assembly was
carried out in a similar way from a 2mg mL�1 silk and MMT aqueous
solution. Thus, n-bilayer silk or silk–MMT films denoted as (silk)n or (silk–
MMT)n, respectively, were constructed. Free-standing films were fabricated by
the initial deposition of a sacrificial layer of acetate cellulose from a 2%
solution in dioxane followed by (silk–MMT)n assembly. The films were
released from the silicon substrates by exposure to acetone for TEM studies.
To examine the effect of the MMT content on the mechanical properties, 50-
nm films with MMT volume fractions of 0.3%, 0.6%, and 1% were obtained
using 0.025%, 0.05%, and 0.1% MMT solutions, respectively.

To fabricate the silk–AgNPL nanocomposites, an LB technique was used
in addition to the spin-assisted deposition. First, a silk matrix was obtained
by a SA-LbL assembly on a CA sacrificial layer. A monolayer of AgNPL,
synthesized as described above, was then deposited onto the silk matrix
from an LB trough. Finally, the silk–AgNPL hybridmatrix was coated with an
additional stack of LbL silk films via spin-assisted deposition to maintain
the symmetry. This way hybrid silk10–AgNPL–silk10 films were obtained
with a thickness of 110 nm including two layers of silk (40 nm each) and a
monolayer of AgNPL (30 nm in thickness). The LB deposition was
performed on a KSV 2000 minitrough. To obtain a dense monolayer of
AgNPL, 80mL of the 8–10mg mL�1 AgNPL solution in chloroform was
deposited dropwise and uniformly across the water subphase.

Characterization: The film morphology was studied by a Dimension
3000 AFM microscope (Digital Instruments). The AFM images were
collected in the tapping mode with silicon tips with a spring constant of
50N m�1 according to the procedure adapted in our group [64,65]. The
thicknesses of the films were measured with a spectroscopic ellipsometer
M2000U (Woolam). TEM was performed with a JEOL 100CX-2 electron
microscope at 100 kV.

Buckling Tests: These tests were conducted to evaluate the elastic
moduli of LbL membranes from the elastic buckling instability [36].
Buckling was achieved by the compression of the LbL films deposited on a
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) substrate in accordance with a known
approach [66]. This method uses the strain-induced elastic buckling
instability and can be applied to LbL films, as was demonstrated by Nolte
et al. [67]. For an isotropic thin membrane, a uniform buckling pattern with
a characteristic wavelength, k, is observed when it is subjected to a critical
compressive stress. The spacing of this pattern is directly related to the
elastic modulus. To initiate the buckling pattern, a 2mm� 2mm
membrane piece was placed over a 0.6 cm� 0.6 cm� 0.4 cm PDMS
substrate, which was slowly compressed in micrometer-sized increments.
The compression was monitored under an optical microscope in
differential interference contrast (DIC) mode adjusted for maximum
contrast. The optical images were captured with a Leica MZ16 microscope
in reflection mode. The typical humidity at which the buckling
measurements were performed was between 25 and 50%. Fourier
transformation of the digital images was performed to determine the
buckling wavelength using ImageJ software.

Bulging Tests: These tests were performed using a custom-made
interferometer equipped with a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera
(Logitech) and a He–Ne laser (k¼ 632.8 nm). Pressures of up to 5000 Pa
were exerted using a 60mL syringe regulated by an automatic pump (Kent
Scientific Inc.) and monitored with an automatic pressure gauge, DPM 0.1
ag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim 845
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(SI Pressure Instruments). The bulging test data were analyzed using a
model for the elastic deformation of circular membranes, according to the
procedure described previously [40,41]. The LbL membranes freely
suspended over a copper substrate with a 150-mm hole were first
inspected under an optical microscope and aminimal pressure was exerted
to check for symmetrical Newton’s ring patterns that indicate membrane
homogeneity [36].
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